Two genetically engineered strains of mice were used to characterize murine cone function electroretinographically, without interference of rod-driven responses: (1) mice with a deletion of the gene for the rod transducin a-subunit (transducin aÀ=À), and (2) mice with rod arrestin deleted (arrestin À=À). In the first three months of age, both strains have a normal complement of rods and normal rod structure, but transducin aÀ=À mice have no rod-driven responses to light, while rod-driven activity of arrestin À=À mice can be suppressed by a single intense flash for hours. In response to intense flashes the electroretinograms of these strains of mice showed a readily identifiable, pure-cone a-wave of $10 lV saturating amplitude. A 530 nm background that saturates rod responses of wild type mice was found to desensitize the b-wave responses of mice of both transgenic lines, whether the b-waves were driven by photons captured by M-or UV-cone pigments. The desensitizing effect of the 530 nm background on UV-pigment driven responses provides new evidence in support of the hypothesis of functional co-expression of the M-pigment in cones expressing primarily the UV-pigment. Ó
Introduction
One goal of therapeutic intervention in human hereditary eye disease is the preservation of cone function. Since the mouse is the principal mammalian genetic model for the investigation of retinal disease and therapy, an important step toward evaluating interventions aimed at preserving cone viability is the development of methods of assessing murine cone function that are quantitative and noninvasive.
Electroretinographic analysis of the a-wave and scotopic b-wave have clearly met these criteria in the evaluation of rod function in mice. There is now an abundance of evidence that the a-wave of the electroretinogram (ERG) in rodents results primarily from suppression of rod circulating current (Green & Kapousta-Bruneau, 1999; Hetling & Pepperberg, 1999; Lyubarsky & Pugh, 1996; Penn & Hagins, 1972; reviewed in Pugh, Falsini, & Lyubarsky, 1998) . Substantial evidence also supports the hypothesis that the primary current generator underlying the scotopic b-wave is the rod bipolar (Robson & Frishman, 1995 ; reviewed in Pugh et al., 1998) . As a consequence, most features of the rod circulating current and rod bipolar responses can be monitored simply and noninvasively with the ERG, allowing ready evaluation of the effects of transgenic manipulations and therapeutic intervention on retinal rod function.
Electroretinographic assessment of murine cone-driven retinal activity has lagged substantially behind that of rod-driven activity. Among the reasons for the lag in the development of ERG-based assessment of cone activity are difficulties posed by the relatively small magnitude of the cone-driven ERG components, by the Vision Research 42 (2002) [401] [402] [403] [404] [405] [406] [407] [408] [409] [410] [411] [412] [413] [414] [415] www.elsevier.com/locate/visres spectral characteristics of the murine cone pigments, and by the relative insensitivity of cone-driven responses, as now explained. Rods are the predominant class of photoreceptors in mice, with cones constituting only about 3% of the total complement of receptors (Carter-Dawson & LaVail, 1979a,b) . An electrical consequence of rod numerical predominance is that the suppression of cone circulating current per se can in principle only generate only a very small field potential relative to that of rods, and thus, the cone a-wave has been very difficult to distinguish incontrovertibly from the rod a-wave and then, to effectively characterize.
The spectral characteristics of murine cones further complicate the task of isolating and characterizing mouse cone-driven ERG responses, especially the cone a-wave. One of the two murine cone pigments has its k max at 508 nm (Sun, Macke, & Nathans, 1997) , close to that of rhodopsin (k max ¼ 498 nm), making it very difficult to discriminate rod-and cone-driven activity by a Purkinje shift. In addition, the other murine cone pigment, namely that belonging to the same family as the human S-cone pigment, has its peak in the UV (k max ¼ 359 nm) (Yokoyama, Radlwimmer, & Kawamura, 1998) , so that UV light as well as calibration equipment not normally used for human ERG apparatuses is needed for quantifying and delivering stimuli appropriate to characterizing murine UV-cones. Yet another complicating spectral characteristic of murine cones is the co-expression of both UV-and M-pigments in individual cone cells (Applebury et al., 2000; Gloesman & Ahnelt, 1998; Rohlich, van Veen, & Szel, 1994) .
The standard method of isolating cone-driven ERG responses from those of rods is to expose the retina to a rod-saturating background, that is, to a light stimulus that completely suppresses the rod circulating current. While necessary in the investigation of normal mice, use of a rod-saturating backgrounds adds to the aforementioned list of difficulties in characterizing murine conedriven responses, since it cannot be assumed a priori that exposure to a background does not lead to modification of the functional characteristics of the conedriven responses.
For the reasons just summarized--the relatively small magnitude of murine cone-driven responses, the potentially confusing spectral characteristics of murine cones, and the problem of cone adaptation by rod-saturating backgrounds it--would be valuable to be able to characterize murine cone-driven ERGs responses under conditions that absolutely exclude all rod-driven activity. We thus undertook an investigation of cone-driven ERGs in mice with genetic modifications that cause all rod-driven responses to be either completely absent, or readily inactivated by stimuli that cause no lasting activation of cones. Such animals may be called ''stationary functionally rodless mice''.
In this investigation we describe the cone-driven responses of two types of functionally rodless mice. The first, transducin aÀ=À, lacks the alpha-subunit of the rod transducin; this genotype results in complete inactivation of the rod phototransduction cascade (Calvert et al., 2000) . The second, arrestin À=À, has the rod arrestin gene inactivated; this genetic modification leaves the activation phase of rod phototransduction intact, but causes a profound retardation in the recovery of rods to illumination (Xu et al., 1997) .
Methods

Animal maintenance and light regimen
All experimental procedures were performed in compliance with National Institute of Health guidelines, as approved by the University of Pennsylvania Animal Care and Use Committee. Animals used in this study were transducin aÀ=À and arrestin À=À mice described previously (Calvert et al., 2000; Chen, Simon, Matthes, Yasumura, & LaVail, 1999; Xu et al., 1997) . Both types of transgenic animals had 129SV background. Wild type 129SV mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, Maine). All animals were maintained on a 12 h 2.5 lux light/dark cycle as described in Pugh et al. (1998) , and were dark-adapted overnight for at least 12 h before the experiment.
Histology
Retinal histology of the two strains of transgenic mice employed in the present investigation has been reported previously (Calvert et al., 2000; Chen et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1997) . At the ages (6-8 weeks) of the mice whose ERGs are presented here, both strains have outer nuclear layer and outer segment layer thicknesses that are indistinguishable from those of wild type, providing the animals are reared under low to moderate illumination, as was the case. Older mice of the arrestin À=À genotype exhibit thinning of the ONL at later stages, especially if reared under higher intensity illumination (Chen et al., 1999) .
Electroretinogram recordings
The methods of ERG recording have been described in detail previously (Lyubarsky, Falsini, Pennesi, Valentini, & Pugh, 1999) . In brief, ERGs were recorded from anesthetized mice with a differential amplifier with bandwidth 0.1 Hz to 1 kHz, and sampled and digitized at 5 kHz. The corneal electrode was a platinum wire, while the reference electrode was a tungsten needle inserted subcutaneously in the forehead. The recording chamber served dually as a Faraday cage and a ganzfeld, with ports and baffles for illumination. Preparation of the mice for recordings were performed under dim red light. Before recording commenced, animals were maintained in complete darkness for 15 min.
Light stimulation and calibration
The methods for light stimulation and calibration of light stimuli have been given in detail in Lyubarsky et al. (1999) . Flash intensities, background intensities and derived parameters such as flash sensitivity will be reported in units of photons lm À2 or photons lm À2 s À1 at the cornea; these numbers represent the flux density incident upon a photodiode positioned at the location of the mouse's eye in the ganzfeld stimulator. We also identify some stimuli in terms of their computed efficacy in isomerizing the UV-and M-cone pigments. The estimation of the end-on collecting area a cone of murine cones at the retina for light at the pigment k max is given in Lyubarsky et al. (1999) , and we adopt the same value, a cone ðk max Þ ¼ 2:4 lm 2 . The calculation of the fractional isomerization (f isom ) or ''bleached fraction'' of cone pigment generated by a specific stimulus (monochromatic or broadband) is given in Lyubarsky, Chen, Simon, and Pugh (2000, Eqs. (5) & (6) ). In keeping with our previous analysis, we will assume that each murine cone contains N tot ¼ 3:5 Â 10 7 molecules of visual pigment, though not all of the same k max , as explained further below.
It will be useful to relate stimulus flux densities measured radiometrically at the plane of the mouse cornea to photometric units. Specifically, given that the mouse is situated in a homogeneous, isotropic ganzfeld, the relationship between the scotopic luminance of the ganzfeld wall and the photon flux density (PFD) measured at the plane of the cornea can be expressed as follows:
where the units of each quantity in Eq.
( Substantial histological evidence has been published that most murine cones express both cone visual pigments (Applebury et al., 2000; Gloesman & Ahnelt, 1998) , and electrophysiological evidence consistent with such co-expression has been presented (Lyubarsky et al., 1999) . Cone pigment co-expression presents a novel problem for application of the analysis of the activation phase of the cascade developed by Lamb and Pugh (1992) to murine cone a-waves. Here we develop and apply a simplified analysis which neglects retinotopic variation in the co-expression in UV-cones (Applebury et al., 2000) . Specifically, we will assume that there are only two cone classes, one expressing predominantly the cone pigment with k max ¼ 359 nm (UV-cones), and the second expressing predominantly the cone pigment with k max ¼ 508 nm (M-cones). Given the total complement N tot of pigment molecules per cone to be fixed, we assume a minor proportion of co-expressed cone pigment of the second type. In this framework, cone pigment coexpression is characterized by two proportionality parameters, p UV!M (proportion of UV-pigment in the total complement N tot of pigment molecules of the M-cones) and p M!UV (proportion of M-pigment in the total complement N tot of pigment molecules of the UV-cones). With these definitions and assumptions it follows that the number U of photoisomerized pigment molecules produced in a ''UV-cone'' by a flash that isomerizes a fraction f UV of the UV-pigment and a fraction f M of the M-pigment will be given by
This expression is useful because the fractions f UV and f M can be computed from knowledge of the flash spectrum and intensity regardless of how the pigment is disposed (see Lyubarsky et al., 2000) , leaving only a single parameter, the co-expression proportion p M!UV to be specified or estimated. An expression similar to Eq.
(2) can readily be derived for estimating the total number of photoisomerizations in the ''M-cones'' produced by a specific flash. The model of the activation phase of the phototransduction cascade developed by Lamb and Pugh (1992) and Pugh and Lamb (1993) predicts that in response to a flash producing U photoisomerizations in a photoreceptor, F, the fractional cGMP-activated current, will decline as
The parameter, A, the ''amplification constant,'' embodies the combined gain factors of the several stages of the transduction cascade and can be expressed as
1 An expression closely related to Eq. (1) was given in Pennesi, Lyubarsky, and Pugh (1998) , where the incorrect factor 2p rather than the correct factor p was used. A derivation of the correct relationship and the conversion factors involved can be found in Wyszecki and Stiles (1982, Chap. 4) . We thank John Robson for pointing out this mistake to us.
where m G is the rate with which a single activated pigment molecule generates active G-proteins, c GE is the coupling efficiency between the G-protein and the effector enzyme, phosphodiesterase (PDE), b sub is the rate constant of hydrolysis of a single catalytic subunit of the PDE, and n chan is the Hill coefficient of the cGMPactivated channel. (See Leskov et al. (2000) for a recent analysis and summary of the factors contributing to amplification in rods.) 2.6. Parameters characterizing the cone-wave activation phase One goal of this work was to develop the groundwork for application of the activation model (Eq. (3)), to cone-driven a-waves from functionally rodless mice. To achieve this goal, several parameters need to be specified or estimated. We now examine this matter.
Pigment co-expression proportions: Application of the model requires estimation of the number of photoisomerizations per cone per flash, a number affected by cone pigment co-expression (Eq. (2)). The analysis of Applebury et al. (2000) indicates that about 20% or so of the total retina (the dorsal-most region) of the mouse has cones that express only the M-pigment, and that everywhere else the retina is dominated by cones that seem to express primarily the UV-pigment, but coexpress the M-pigment. In our simplified ''two-cone class'' framework we accordingly assume that p UV!M ¼ 0, i.e., that the M-cones do not co-express any UVpigment, and let the proportion of M-pigment expressed in UV-cones, p M!UV , be an unknown, to be constrained or estimated from the data.
The amplification constant: Only a single cone-specific G-protein, GNAT2, has been identified (GenBank, NM_008141) and only one cone-specific PDE is known, and only a single cone-specific cGMP-activated channel (Biel et al., 1999; GenBank, AJ243933) . Thus, it can tentatively be assumed that amongst mouse cones the only difference in the effect on the activation phase of the cascade of an isomerized UV-pigment molecule, and that of an isomerized M-pigment, lies in the rate, m UV;G or m M;G , with which the particular isomerized molecule activates copies of the one type of G-protein, GNAT2. It follows that only two amplification coefficients, A UV and A M one for each type of pigment need be specified. Because there is no evidence indicating at this time that the rates m UV;G or m M;G differ, we will adopt the working assumption that A UV ¼ A M and hereafter simply use A to refer to this parameter. In summary, given that mouse cones have only a single G-protein and a single PDE, the assumption A UV ¼ A M is equivalent to the assumption that a photoactivated cone pigment molecule of either type activates the one cone-specific G-protein at the same rate. (If the G-protein rates m UV;G or m M;G turn out to be different, then Eq. (2) can be appropriately modified, but at this time such complexity in analysis is unwarranted.)
Saturating amplitude of the cone a-wave: In application of Eq. (2) to rod ERGs, the assumption is made that that a max , the saturating amplitude of the a-wave, corresponds to the complete suppression of the rod circulating current, so that in Eq. (2), F ðtÞ ¼ ½1 À aðtÞ=a max ; this assumption is well supported (Lyubarsky & Pugh, 1996; Pugh et al., 1998) . The corresponding assumption to be made here is that a max of the functionally rodless animals represents complete suppression of the circulating current of both classes of cones, having respective saturating a-wave amplitudes a max;UV and a max;M with the constraint that a max ¼ a max;UV þ a max;M . To apply Eq. (3), a max;UV and a max;M need to be determined. Given the constraint, however, it suffices to determine the ratio of the amplitudes, a max;UV =a max;M . Here we will assume that a max;UV =a max;M ¼ 4, estimated from the ratio of cone bwave sensitivities at 360 and 510 nm (Lyubarsky et al., 1999 . This sensitivity ratio should reflect the cone ratio, assuming that the cone b-wave represents primarily the cone on-bipolar responses, and that there is an invariant numerical correspondence between cones and their on-bipolars throughout the retina. Applebury et al. (2000) report a 3:1 ratio for the total mRNA of the UVcone pigment and the M-cone pigment in the mouse retina. This ratio should underestimate the ratio of the cone types because the total M-pigment mRNA includes that due to the co-expression of M-pigment in UV-cones, i.e., in the cones expressing primarily the UV-pigment. Thus, Applebury et al.'s mRNA data are consistent with a UV-cone/M-cone ratio of about 4. (In Table 1 of this paper the average b-wave sensitivity ratio for the transducin aÀ=À mice is 2.1, and 3.6 for the arrestin À=À mice, but given the interanimal variability and extensive previous work on wild type mice, we adopt the latter value.) Given a max;UV =a max;M ¼ 4, and the electrical constraint a max;UV þ a max;M ¼ a max , where a max is the observed saturating cone a-wave amplitude, it follows that the saturating amplitudes a max;UV and a max;M of the two cone populations are determined once a max is measured.
Cone membrane time constant: We used Eq. (3) in the analysis of the activation phase of the cone-driven awaves, applying the modification developed by Smith and Lamb (1997) , which explicitly convolves Eq. (3) with the membrane time constant, s mem . Based on their analysis of human cone a-waves, and that of other investigators (Cideciyan & Jacobson, 1996) , we anticipate s mem % 5 ms.
Measurements of the spectral sensitivity of the conedriven b-wave
As shown previously, low-pass filtered cone-driven b-wave responses of wild type mice for flashes of intensities that elicit responses 6 30% of the saturating am-plitude are linear in flash intensity (Lyubarsky et al., 1999) . Such linearity can be expressed as follows:
where, BðtÞ is the low-pass filtered cone b-wave elicited by a monochromatic flash of wavelength k and intensity QðkÞ photons lm À2 , s k is the absolute sensitivity and bðtÞ is a dimensionless ''dim-flash'' response waveform having unity amplitude at its peak. In practice, in order to determine s k we measured the peak amplitude B peak ¼ Bðt peak Þ of the filtered response (cf . Fig. 3) ; thus, from Eq. (5) with bðt peak Þ ¼ 1 we obtain,
Another useful quantity is the fractional sensitivity, S k , defined as
where B peak;sat is the amplitude of the saturated cone bwave elicited by an intense achromatic flash. The fractional sensitivity specifies the fraction of the saturated response that is generated per unit of intensity, and is a useful measure for reducing variability between animals caused by variation in the absolute magnitudes of the saturating responses. Such variation may result from factors that are difficult to control precisely, such as reference electrode placement and variation in the size of the mouse eye.
Definition of rod saturating background
A goal of this investigation was to determine to what extent the functional characteristics of nominally conedriven ERG responses in normal mice are affected by the steady background of light used for isolating cone signals from those of rods. Two general problems that must be faced in the effort to reach this goal should be distinguished: (1) the intrusion of residual rod-driven signals under ''cone-isolation'' conditions; and (2) the effect of the cone-isolating background on the conedriven responses. Thus, a background of steady light used to isolate cone-driven responses may be inadequately intense to completely suppress rod signals on the one hand, and/or be such as to diminish the sensitivity of the cone-driven responses.
The first problem can be characterized quantitatively in terms of the rod circulating current remaining in the presence of a steady background of a given intensity. It has been shown for a number of mammalian species that the suppression of the rod circulating current J circ caused by steady illumination producing u photoisomerizations rod À1 s À1 is well described with the hyperbolic saturation relation Each pair of rows presents a parameter extracted from a sample of animals of the specified genotype and the number N of animals in the sample. The cone a-wave amplitude was extracted from experiments such as presented in Fig. 2 , and has not been corrected for possible truncation by the b-wave. The cone b-wave amplitude was obtained from Gaussian-filtered traces, as in Fig. 3 . Absolute and fractional sensitivities were determined for each animal individually, as illustrated in Fig. 3 ; see also Eqs. (2) and (3). The error terms given in the table are standard deviations.
with u 1=2 ¼ 150-300 Xu et al., 1997) . The same formulation has been shown to apply to human rods, when the magnitude of the rod circulating current is estimated with the saturating awave amplitude (Thomas & Lamb, 1999) , and to murine rods (Lyubarsky et al., 1999) . Assuming that Eq. (8) is strictly correct, no finite intensity steady background will completely suppress the rod circulating current, and thus the choice of a ''rodsaturating'' background intensity is determined by the acceptable level of the rod activity. In the present investigation we chose as the intensity of our standard rod-saturating background a 540 nm light that generates 31 000 photons lm À2 s À1 at the cornea. Assuming that for a mouse in a ganzfeld the end-on collecting area of a rod at the cornea is 0.2 lm 2 at 498 nm (Lyubarsky & Pugh, 1996) , and that the luminous efficiency for rods at 540 nm is 0.65 (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982) , this background produces 31 000 Â 0:2 Â 0:65 ffi 4000 photoisomerizations rod À1 s À1 . Furthermore, Eq. (8) with u 1=2 ¼ 250 (Lyubarsky et al., 1999) , predicts that the standard background will suppress 94% of the rod circulating current. These estimates are in general in line with previous estimates of the intensity of a rod-saturating backgrounds, 2000-6000 photoisomerizations rod À1 s À1 , reported for rods of various monkey , and for those of rabbit, cat, rat and cattle obtained in suction electrode recordings. In some of the experiments reported here we have employed backgrounds somewhat more intense than the standard.
Results
3.1. ERGs of transducin aÀ=À and arrestin À=À mice obtained in response to an intense flash Fig. 1 compares ERGs of transducin aÀ=À and arrestin À=À mice obtained in response to an intense flash with those of a wild type mouse obtained under three conditions: row a, dark adapted; row b, following a period of recovery in darkness after the initial flash; row c, in the presence of steady background. Record a from the wild type mouse illustrates well known features of the dark-adapted murine ERG: an initial corneal-negative component (highlighted in gray, À220 lV Fig. 1 . ERGs of wild type, arrestin À=À and transducin aÀ=À mice. All traces were obtained in response to the same flash, estimated to produce 530000 photoisomerizations rod, but delivered to different animals (columns) and in different conditions (rows). Row a shows the response in the dark-adapted state. Row b shows the response to the same flash as in row a, delivered after an interval of darkness, whose duration was 2 min (wild type), 20 min (arrestin À=À) and 2 min (transducin aÀ=À). Row c shows the response to the same flash as in rows a, b, but presented in the presence of a steady, 540 nm background estimated to produce 5900 photoisomerizations rod À1 s À1 . The responses of the wild type mouse, and those of the arrestin À=À mouse in rows a and b are single records, while all other traces shown are the averages of five records, recorded at 2 min intervals. The a-waves of wild type and arrestin À=À mice are highlighted in gray. (A 3.5 ms segment of some of the traces containing the flash artifact has been omitted from some traces for clarity.) amplitude), the a-wave, followed by a larger positivegoing b-wave ðþ450 lVÞ with superimposed oscillatory potentials. The ERG of the dark-adapted arrestin À=À mouse exhibits features very similar to that of the wild type mouse, though both a-wave and b-wave are about 20% larger, while the dark-adapted transducin aÀ=À has no discernable a-wave, and a b-wave with much reduced amplitude. The absence of the a-wave in the dark-adapted transducin aÀ=À mouse is consistent with the view that the a-wave originates primarily in the suppression of rod circulating current, since isolated rods of these mice have no rod responses (Calvert et al., 2000) , and with the conclusion that the ERG is purely cone-driven.
The ERG of the wild type mouse recovers completely to its dark-adapted state in 2 min (row b), whereas that of the arrestin À=À mouse shows only a very small awave after 20 min of recovery. The extremely prolonged recovery of the a-wave arrestin À=À is expected from the essential requirement for arrestin to inactivate photoactivated rhodopsin (Xu et al., 1997) . In similar experiments we found that the a-wave in the arrestin À=À mice exhibits little recovery even after up to 1 h dark adaptation, though its amplitude exhibits complete recovery if the mice are retested two weeks later. Comparison of the traces obtained from the arrestin À=À and transducin aÀ=À in row b of Fig. 1 supports the view that the ERG of the arrestin À=À mouse is purely cone-driven for at least 20 min after the exposure to the initial intense flash.
The third row of traces in Fig. 1 , row c, presents responses to the same intense flash as was used to obtain the traces in rows a, b, but now delivered in the presence of a steady background estimated to produce 5900 photoisomerizations rod À1 s À1 . In this condition, the responses of wild type, arrestin À=À and transducin aÀ=À mice are similar in form, and only a very small a-wave can be observed. Given that the transducin aÀ=À mice have no rod phototransduction, and that rod responsivity in arrestin À=À mice must be completely suppressed by a background of this intensity (Xu et al., 1997) , it can be concluded that this small a-wave component originates exclusively in cone-driven neurons.
Cone a-waves of functionally rodless mice
Further analysis of the cone a-wave is presented in Fig. 2 , where both time and amplitude scales have been Fig. 2 . Cone a-waves of a transducin aÀ=À mouse and an arrestin À=À mouse in response to two intense flashes. Panels A-C repeat one pair of ERG traces (circles) obtained from a transducin aÀ=À mouse, with three different sets of theory traces (lines); panels D-F repeat a pair of ERG traces (circles) from an arrestin À=À mouse, again with three different sets of theory traces (lines). The less intense of the pair of flashes was estimated to isomerize 0.4% of the M-cone pigment and 0.03% of the UV-cone pigment (white circles) while the more intense flash isomerized 1.2% of the Mcone pigment, and 0.09% of the UV-cone pigment, respectively (black circles). In panels A and D the complete ERG records over the time epoch are illustrated, while in panels B-D, F the ERG records have been truncated at the point of b-wave intrusion, approximately 15 ms after the flash. The recording bandwidth was 0.1-1000 Hz, and the sampling rate was 5000 Hz. Each trace shown is the average of at least 10 individual records, with the flashes delivered at 20 s intervals. (A 3.5 ms segment of the traces containing the flash artifact has been omitted for clarity.) The theoretical traces were computed with the formula of Smith and Lamb (1997) expanded about 10-fold relative to those used in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 , panels A, D presents the responses of a transducin aÀ=À and an arrestin À=À mouse to two intense flashes (circles), the more intense of which isomerized three times as much of the UV-and M-cone pigments as was isomerized by the less intense flash. The amplitudes of the cone a-waves of both arrestin À=À and transducin aÀ=À mice are seen to be saturated: thus, increasing the flash intensity 3-fold caused a slight leftward shift of the responses in both mice, but did not increase the amplitude. The saturating amplitude of the cone a-wave of both mice is close to 10 lV. A distinguishing kinetic feature of the cone a-waves is the relatively slow time to maximum, about 15 ms; in contrast, the rod a-wave obtained in response to such intense flashes (e.g., Fig. 3 ) invariably reaches its maximum in less than 10 ms (Lyubarsky et al., 1999, Fig. 2) . Table 1 summarizes the saturated amplitudes of cone a-waves obtained in this manner from the two strains of functionally rodless mice.
We fitted the cone a-waves with a model of the activation phase of the phototransduction cascade, modified to include explicitly the cone membrane constant (Section 2; Cideciyan & Jacobson, 1996; Smith & Lamb, 1997) . As seen in Fig. 2 , a reasonable description of the a-wave data (black traces) can be obtained with s mem % 5 ms; this is close to the value, s mem ¼ 4:4 AE 0:9 ms, used by Smith and Lamb to describe human cone awaves, and not dependent on other model parameters.
The amplification constant of the two hypothetical cone classes cannot be estimated independently of p M!UV , the proportion of M-pigment co-expressed in the UV-cones, as it was possible to describe the traces with A ranging from 12.5 to 5 s À2 , providing that p M!UV varied correspondingly. Thus, the model with A ¼ 12:5 s À2 gives a reasonable description of the a-waves of both transducin aÀ=À and arrestin À=À mice in the limiting case p M!UV ¼ 0 (Fig. 2, panels A, D) , but equally good descriptions were obtained with A ¼ 10 s À2 and p M!UV ¼ 0:05 (panels B, D), and with A ¼ 5 s À2 and p M!UV ¼ 0:2 (panels C, F). Co-expression proportions higher than 0.2 yielded theory traces that were materially poorer in fitting the data.
Sensitivity of the UV-and M-cone driven b-waves of transducin aÀ=À and arrestin À=À mice
The cone-driven b-wave of wild type mice has spectral sensitivity maxima near 360 and 510 nm (Lyubarsky et al., 1999) , and so we measured the sensitivity of the cone b-wave responses of the transgenic mice for flashes of wavelength near these spectral maxima. Fig. 3 illustrates the way in the sensitivities were derived. Families of responses (black traces) were elicited by series of 362 nm (A) and 513 nm (B) flashes. The responses were lowpass filtered to obtain the thickened gray lines, and the Fig. 1.) maximum amplitudes of the filtered traces were measured. Panel C plots these amplitudes, divided by the flash intensity. At the lowest flash intensities, response linearity is manifested by the approximately constant value of the points, whose average is given by the gray lines. These lines thus give the absolute sensitivity of the cone-driven b-wave at these two wavelengths. The righthand ordinate gives the fractional response amplitude, obtained by dividing the right hand ordinate scale by the saturating response amplitude (131 lV, or 1:31 Â 10 5 nV); extrapolated to this ordinate, the lines yield the fractional sensitivities at 362 and 513 nm (see Eqs. (5)- (7)). The same analysis was repeated for the data of each animal tested, and the results are summarized in Table 1 .
Effect of a rod-saturating background on cone-driven responses
Isolation of cone-driven responses in wild type mice requires that rod-driven activity be suppressed. One goal of this investigation was to determine the effect, if any, of a rod-saturating background on cone-driven responses. Fig. 4 presents responses obtained from a transducin aÀ=À (upper panel) and an arrestin À=À mouse (lower panel) elicited by 362 and 513 nm flashes in the presence and absence of the standard rod-saturating background (Section 2). The background caused reliable desensitization of the b-wave responses to both UV-and midwave-flashes, and shortened their time to peak (implicit time). Experiments similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 4 were performed with five transducin aÀ=À and four arrestin À=À mice. Fig. 5 summarizes these experiments. Here the sensitivity of each group of transgenic animals relative their dark-adapted sensitivity is plotted as a function of the steady background intensity. The absolute and fractional sensitivities for all animals in the dark-adapted condition (no background), and light adapted to the standard background, are given in Table 1 .
Recovery of cone-driven responses after intense flashes
Because the speed of recovery after intense stimuli is an important functional characteristic of cone photoreceptors, we examined the kinetics of cone b-wave recovery after intense flashes. Fig. 6 illustrates the experimental paradigm with ERGs of mice from each genotype. An achromatic conditioning flash sufficiently intense to transiently suppress all cone-driven responses was followed at different interstimulus intervals (ISIs) by a probe flash of the same intensity. In all three animals Fig. 4 . Desensitizing effect of a steady background on cone b-wave sensitivity. b-wave responses for a transducin aÀ=À and an arrestin À=À mouse in response to a 362 nm flash (2100 photons lm À2 at the cornea) or a 513 nm flash (5000 photons lm À2 at the cornea) were measured in darkness (black traces), or in the presence of a steady background (gray traces). The wavelength of the background was 540 nm, and its intensity was 31 000 photons lm À2 (measured at the cornea).
responsivity was completely suppressed at 0.2 s after the flash, and recovery was essentially complete by 1.0 s. Fig. 7 summarizes results obtained in the same experimental paradigm, obtained from a population of transducin aÀ=À mice (open symbols), arrestin À=À mice (gray symbols), and wild type mice (filled symbols). While there is considerable variation between animals, there are no systematic differences between groups. The theoretical curves shown were computed with the formulation of Smith and Lamb (1997) : in panel A these curves serve as parametric ''range brackets'' for characterization of the entire set of results, while in panel B, the curve provides a characterization of the average recoveries. The key feature of the data can be summarized as follows: when stimulated by this intense flash, the saturating cone b-wave amplitude recovers from 10% to 90% of its amplitude over the time window (t 0 À 2s, t 0 þ 2s), that is, over a time window of width, 4s % 200 ms. Given that this flash saturates the cone a-wave (Fig.  2) and thus completely suppresses the cone circulating current, it is likely the b-wave recovery closely traces the recovery of the cone circulating current. Further evidence for this conclusion has been given in Lyubarsky et al. (2000) .
Discussion
Cone a-waves in the murine ERG as a gauge of the cone circulating current
The two transgenic lines investigated are preparations in which complete isolation of cone-driven ERG responses in the mouse can be achieved. In particular, the cone a-wave can be measured with absolute confidence that rod-driven retinal activity is absent (Fig. 1) . Interpreting the a-wave obtained in response to brief, intense flashes (Fig. 2) as the field potential caused by suppression of photoreceptor circulating current, the saturating magnitude of the a-wave can yield an estimate of the magnitude of the cone circulating current, J circ as follows.
Specifically, based on the identification of the rod circulating current as the predominant generator of the field potential whose suppression is the dark-adapted a-wave (Section 1), the saturated amplitude of the dark-adapted a-wave can be used as a gauge for estimating the magnitudes of the generator currents of other radially oriented retinal cells. A quantitative expression for this gauge was provided by (Lyubarsky et al., 1999) 
where DV cell is the electrical potential difference between corneal and reference electrodes caused by complete activation or deactivation of the generator current of particular cell type, q cell is spatial density of the specific cell type in question in the retina, r cell layer is the average resistance of the retinal layer in which the cell is found, and J cell is the generator current, and a max;rods is the saturated amplitude of the rod a-wave (in wild type mice). For cones DV cell ¼ a max;cones and r cell layer ¼ r rod layer , since both rods and cones are similarly situated in the retina, and q cones ¼ 0:03q rods (Carter-Dawson & LaVail, 1979a) . Substituting these values into Eq. (9), and along with the specific values a max;cones ¼ 10 lV (Table  1 ) and a max;rods ¼ 360 lV (the value for the darkadapted a-wave of C57/BL6 mice in Lyubarsky et al. (1999) ), one obtains J circ;cones ¼ 0:92J circ;rods . Further, assuming that J circ;rods $ 20 pA for the murine rod Fig. 4 , but normalized to the sensitivity measured in the dark; the error bars are standard deviations. The unbroken lines plot Weber's law, S ¼ I 0 =ðI þ I 0 Þ, where S is relative sensitivity, I is the background intensity and I 0 is a constant, equal to 10 000 and 15 000 photons lm À2 for the data of the transducin aÀ=À and arrestin À=À mice, respectively. (Chen et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1997) , we arrive at 18 pA as the estimate for the murine cone circulating current. This estimate is in reasonable agreement with published measurements from single mammalian cones, which vary from 8 to 30 pA (Kraft et al., 1990; Schnapf, Kraft, Nunn, & Baylor, 1989; Schnapf, Nunn, Meister, & Baylor, 1990) .
We conclude that it likely that the cone-driven awaves from transducin aÀ=À and arrestin À=À mice obtained in response to intense, brief flashes originates primarily in the suppression of cone circulating current. Additional evidence for this conclusion is provided by the kinetics and amplification of the a-wave, as described in the context of the presentation of Fig. 2 . A useful practical detail of cone a-wave is its distinctive time to reach minimum (before b-wave intrusion), about 15 ms. This is a consistent feature of the ERGs of functionally rodless mice and of wild type mice whose cone a-wave is isolated with a rod-adapting background, and can be used to assess residual contribution of the rod a-wave in wild type mice, since the minimum of the rod-driven a-wave in response to intense, brief flashes is reached in less than 10 ms. A possible reason for this lengthened time to minimum is the relatively long cone membrane time constant, s mem ¼ 4-5 ms for cones (Cideciyan & Jacobson, 1996; Schneeweis & Schnapf, 1995; Smith & Lamb, 1997) .
Parameters of the cone cascade estimated from the cone a-waves
In Fig. 2 we presented a formal analysis of cone awaves of the functionally rodless mice. The analysis is complicated by the co-expression of M-pigment in the UV-cones, i.e., in cones expressing primarily the UV-pigment. We simplified this analysis by assuming the co-expression can be represented by a single proportionality constant, p M!UV . The principal conclusion is that cone a-wave data of Fig. 2 can be adequately described with an amplification constant consistent with prior values in the literature for mammalian cones, A ¼ 3-7 s À2 (Pugh & Lamb, 1993; Smith & Lamb, 1997) , within the general framework presented in Section 2 for describing the population properties of murine cones.
The analysis in Fig. 2 shows that there is a tradeoff between the estimates of A, and of p M!UV , the proportion of M-pigment co-expressed in the UV-cones, such that the higher the value of p M!UV , the lower the value of A needed to fit the traces. The reason for the tradeoff between A and p M!UV is that the higher is the proportion of co-expressed M-pigment, the larger the quantity of the M-pigment isomerized in the UV-cones by the white flashes (Eq. (2)). Because the UV-cones will experience a higher total number U of photoisomerizations from a given white flash as the proportion of coexpressed M-pigment rises, a smaller value of A will suffice to achieve the observed a-wave activation rate (see Eq. (3)). Based on previous estimates of A for mammalian cones, A ¼ 3-7 s À2 , it is unlikely that A for cones exceeds 10, and so we conclude that p M!UV likely exceeds 5% on average. However, a co-expression proportion p M!UV as high as 0.2 is also consistent with the model analysis of the cone a-wave data (Fig. 2, panels D, F) .
4.3. Cone-driven b-waves in ERGs of the functionally rodless mice: amplitude and sensitivity
Both transducin aÀ=À and arrestin À=À mice generate cone-driven, corneal-positive (b-wave) responses very similar to ERGs recorded from wild type animals ( Fig. 1 ; Lyubarsky et al., 1999) . The saturating amplitudes, absolute sensitivities, and spectral sensitivities of the b-waves for these transgenic animals are statistically indistinguishable from those of wild type mice (Table 1) . From this it can be concluded that these functionally rodless mice have a normal density of both the UV-and M-type cones, and normal cone on-bipolar density (interpreting the b-wave as a field potential originating primarily in cone on-bipolars).
Cone b-wave threshold and assessment of rod function from the b-wave
An important quantity that can be derived from the absolute sensitivity of the cone b-waves of the functionally rodless mice is the cone b-wave ''threshold'', i.e., the flash intensity required to get a reliable cone-driven response in a dark-adapted mouse. This quantity is important because it can serve as a benchmark for determining whether rod function is present, for example, in mice that are undergoing rod degeneration: thus, it cannot be unequivocally concluded that rod function is present from the b-wave unless the responses are recorded in response to flashes whose intensities are well below the cone threshold.
Keeping in mind that the threshold amplitude requires selection of a somewhat arbitrary criterion, we will adopt a threshold amplitude criterion of 10 lV. Then, based an absolute sensitivity of about 10 nV/ (photon lm À2 ) for 513 nm light (Table 1 , row 4, no background condition), a 10 lV M-cone-driven b-wave response would be achieved with a flash intensity of 1000 photons lm À2 at the cornea (see Fig. 3(B,C) ). This latter intensity corresponds to a ganzfeld luminance of about 0.2 scotopic cd s m À2 (Eq. (1)), and in mice with normal rods will generate about 200 photoisomerizations rod À1 (Lyubarsky & Pugh, 1996) . Toda, Bush, Humphries, and Sieving (1999) reported the b-wave threshold (5 lV criterion) for young rhodopsin À=À mice to be 0.09 photopic cd s m À2 ; these mice, like the two strains investigated here, are a model system for investigation of murine cone-driven retinal function. When adjustments are made for the 2-fold lower amplitude criterion and for the conversion from photopic to scotopic units (1.4), the estimated cone Fig. 7 . Time course of recovery of cone-driven b-wave responses for wild type (black symbols) transducin aÀ=À (white symbols) and arrestin À=À (gray symbols) from an intense conditioning flash, plotted as a function of the ISI, i.e., the time between the conditioning and probe flashes. The experimental paradigm is illustrated in Fig. 6 . (A) Data of individual mice. The amplitudes were measured from Gaussian-filtered traces (see Fig. 3 ), and are normalized by the amplitude of the response, measured after at least 3 s. The smooth traces we computed with the formula of Thomas and Lamb (1999) threshold for rhodopsin À=À mice for a 10 lV criterion is found to be 0:09 Â 2 Â 1:4 ¼ 0:25 scotopic cd s m À2 , within error of the value, 0.2 scotopic cd s m À2 , just estimated for transducin aÀ=À and arrestin À=À mice.
2 One cannot conclude unequivocally, then, that a bwave response whose amplitude is 10 lV or less in response to a flash whose intensity is at or higher than the calculated threshold intensity, %0.2 scotopic cd s m À2 , has its origin in rod-driven neurons. Stated more generally, b-wave responses with flash sensitivity less than about 50 nV per scotopic cd s m À2 cannot be securely assigned to rod-driven neurons. This cautionary point applies particularly to ERGs obtained from mice with lower than normal rod density (such as is usually the case in retinal degeneration), or to ERGs of mice whose rods are missing components of the phototransduction cascade, since it can be anticipated that the responsivity of rod-driven responses in these cases will be depressed. In summary, no claim to have preserved or therapeutically restored rod function can be made unequivocally on the basis of b-wave responses obtained with flashes of intensity exceeding the cone b-wave threshold. In addition, claims of rod function based on a-waves require that the a-wave magnitude materially exceed the saturated cone a-wave amplitude, about 10 lV.
Midwave background desensitization of UV flash responses: a further corroboration of cone-pigment coexpression
It has been observed that all cone-driven ERG activity in mice can be transiently suppressed by an intense ''orange'' conditioning flash, and concluded that this phenomenon could only be explained if cones expressing primarily the UV-cone pigment also co-expressed the M-pigment (Lyubarsky et al., 1999) . A recent immunohistochemical investigation (Applebury et al., 2000) has substantiated previous evidence for cone pigment co-expression in mice (Gloesman & Ahnelt, 1998; Rohlich et al., 1994) , and provided evidence that coexpression extends to virtually all the cones in the retina (while varying in degree with the retinal location).
The results presented here provide further evidence for cone pigment co-expression in mice. Specifically, as seen in here in Figs. 4 and 5, the standard rod-saturating background of 540 nm desensitized the cone b-wave responses not only to 513 nm flashes, but also to 362 nm flashes. The desensitization of the responses to 362 nm flashes cannot be attributed to absorption of the 540 nm light by the UV-cone pigment. To arrive at this conclusion, we employed the template developed by (Lamb, 1995) , which describes the absorbance spectra of a large family of photopigments over 7 log 10 units of sensitivity on the long wavelength side of the spectrum. The computed absorbance at 540 nm for a pigment with k max ¼ 360 nm is less than 10 À5 of the maximum. Assuming the end-on collecting area for the UV-cones of a mouse in a ganzfeld (expressed in terms of light measured at the cornea) is 0:14 lm 2 at the k max , we thus estimate the collecting area at the cornea for 540 nm of a cone expressing only a 360 nm pigment to be %1:4 Â 10 À6 lm 2 , 1 00 000-fold reduced from the k max . For our standard rod-suppressing background, which delivers 31 000 photons À1 s À1 lm À2 at the cornea, the estimated rate of photoisomerizations for such a cone is thus 31 000 Â 1:4 Â 10 À6 ¼ 0:043 photoisomerizations s À1 . This is equivalent to 1 photoisomerization per cone every 23 s. Because mammalian cones require many hundreds to thousands of photoisomerizations s À1 to become desensitized (Baylor, Nunn, & Schnapf, 1984; Schnapf et al., 1989 Schnapf et al., , 1990 , photons captured by the UV-cone pigment from the 540 nm background could not cause the desensitization seen in Figs. 4 and 5. An alternative hypothesis to co-expression is that of convergence of signals from UV-and M-cones onto the same bipolar cells. We deem this unlikely, since histological evidence indicates that cones expressing predominantly one or the other pigment are not found in the same retinotopic location (Applebury et al., 2000; Rohlich et al., 1994; Szel, Rohlich, Caffe, & van Veen, 1996) .
Utility of functionally rodless mice in the investigation of retinal disease and in gene therapy
We conclude by commenting that the transgenic lines of mice investigated here may have considerable utility in the investigation of the progression of disease originating in rods, and in therapeutic interventions in such disease progression. Thus, in both lines of mice investigated here, one can readily probe the functional status of cones, and determine when and to what extent conedriven retinal function has been compromised by manipulations such as introduction of a rod-specific transgene that causes rod degeneration, or alternatively, protected from decline by a therapeutic intervention such as gene restoration by a viral vector. Another line of transgenic mice that shows promise for characterizing cone function is rhodopsin À=À mouse, recently developed in two laboratories (Humphries et al., 1997; Lem et al., 1999) . However, while the necessarily cone-driven ERGs of young rhodopsin À=À mice are similar in all reported respects to those described here for transducin aÀ=À and arrestin À=À mice, there is a fundamental difference: rhodopsin À=À mice do not have a stationary night blindness. Rather, at about 50 days the latter undergo a rapid retinal degeneration (Toda et al., 1999) .
Arrestin À=À have already been shown to have an increased susceptibility (relative to wild type) for lightinduced damage (Chen et al., 1999) , and thus could serve as a model for the progression of cone degeneration following light-induced damage to rods. Transducin aÀ=À mice afford the important opportunity of determining to what extent light or other rod-dependent retinal damage is independent of the rod cascade activity subsequent to the activation of rhodopsin, since these animals' rods have no G-protein activation, PDE activation, or electrical response (Calvert et al., 2000) . Since transducin aÀ=À retinas nonetheless do undergo lightdependent damage (Lem, unpublished observations) , cone function in these animals could be probed under conditions of retinal deterioration, and strategies for preservation of cone function tested.
